Heroes of Cthulu

Patrick Gamblin
Design Elements:
Shared Narrative Control
Damnation Meter and All Decked Out
Personal Horror and Hot Blooded Action
Superheroes without Costumes and Mythos without Insanity



This is my first attempt at a shared narrative
sort of game. The idea is similar to the resolution of
John  Wick’s Blood and Honour (which I think was
based off of his Houses of the Blooded). The character’s abilities give a bonus to trying to do something,
but what playing a card really does is decides who gets
to narrate the results of an action. Playing the highest
card may let you narrate, but you can narrate failing if
you want. In fact, you can narrate whatever you want as
long as it fits the current situation and doesn’t require
negotiation with whoever is running the game (who is
hereafter called the GM).
Other than that, though, it’s intended to run
much like most other ‘traditional’ games. The GM sets
up the situations and scenes,runs the NPCs, and can
veto descriptions that are too far out there (keeping in
mind that the nature of this game is pretty far our there
to begin with). As long as the GM and the players are in
relatively similar frames of mind, the game is intended
to be heavy on description and fun, and light on specific damage effects.
Welcome to Heroes of Cthulu, a game of going
out in a blaze of glory fighting the good fight against
evil cultists and the monsters of an uncaring universe.

The Setting
The setting can be any one where Cthulic
horrors are appropriate, but the pulp era is what I was
thinking of while working on this. Whatever creepy
situation the GM and players would like to use, go for
it. Have some fun.
The world is being invaded by otherworldly entities intent on turning it into their own private buffet
and torture park. It’s up to the heroes to keep this from
happening, any way they can.

Apologies
First off, an apology to Rob Donoghue. One of
his recent posts inspired part of this system, so I kinda
borrowed the idea, though I mutated it quite a bit. Any
problems in this system are doubtless from my mucking
about with it, not from his original idea.
I should probably apologize to H. P. Lovecraft
as well. I enjoy the setting he created, but he probably
didn’t envision someone doing this to it.
Lastly, I apologize to anyone reading this. It’s
very rushed and not fully fleshed out. I make no promises as to the quality of the writing.

The Characters
But who are the heroes? They’re people who
have had an encounter with the Mythos and come
away... wrong. They have been tainted, corrupted by
something from beyond. They escaped, but the corruption is with them still. The bad news is that the corruption will eventually take them over, turning them into
the very monsters they fight. The good news is that
until that happens, they get to use powers gained from
their corruption to fight back. The more they use the
powers, the more they draw upon their corruption, the
quicker their doom comes. They could hide and avoid

The Idea
I’ve always wanted to do something involving
superheroes and Cthulu. While reading through the
contest rules, I saw several things that reminded me of
this, so I decided to go for it.



Initiative
If more than one person wants to do something, each may ket the other go first, if they wish. If
they don’t, they must each play a card from their hand.
The highest card goes first. In case of a tie, discard the
previous cards and play a new one for each.

it, but there’s no cure, so why not try to take something
evil with you?
You may notice that there are no character creation rules in the system section. They are written onto
each character cheet instead. Just pick a type of Cthulic
minion you want your character to have been corrupted
by, and follow the rules written on the bottom left of
the character sheet.

Rounds
A round ends once each character in the scene
(whether controlled by the players or the GM) has had
a chance to attempt an action or pass.

The System

Unopposed Actions
Meaning situations where a character is attempting something that is not opposed by another character,
such as climbing a wall. In most cases, I’d suggest just
letting them do it and move on with the more interesting stuff. If the action is dangerous or difficult, though,
have them take the action as normal. Then you draw 2
cards if it is an average kind of action, 4 if it is difficult/
dangerous, or 6 if it is very difficult/dangerous. If you
have a card higher than theirs you can play it to take
over narration if you want. Or you can play nothing, let
then narrate it, and keep any high cards for later on.

The base resolution system uses cards to determine who gets to narrate the effects of a character’s
attempt to affect the scene. When a character attempts
something their controller (player or GM) plays a card
from a small hand of them that they draw at the begining of the session. If no-one can oppose them, or
chooses not to, they succeed and narrate the effects of
their action. If someone does oppose them, and plays a
higher-value card, that person is now in control of the
narration. Each time someone takes over narration of
the action, any other player (or the GM) may oppose
them and take control by playing a higher card. When
no-one can (or does) play a new higher card, the person
who played the highest one narrates what happens.
When you go to take an action, or to react to an
action of someone else’s, you declare what you want to
do and pick a way of doing it from your character’s stats
(Enduring, Smart, Forceful, Sneaky, and Charismatic).
You may also pick a drive that is appropriate to the
action. Draw a number of cards equal to the stat score
and the drive score. You may draw an additional card if
the character’s occupation is appropriate to the action.
Also, if you are reacting to someone else’s action and
the stat you chose is directly connected to the stat they
used on the Elder Sign diagram (ie: Smart is directly
connected to Charismatic and Sneaky, but not to the
others), draw an extra card. After drawing these cards,
play one. The rest stay in your hand for now.

Multiple Reactions
If someone attemmpts an action and more than
one person wants to oppose it, they all play a card to
oppose. the one with the highest card wins. If there is a
tie, use the suit to break the tie. Spades is best, followed
by Hearts, then Diamonds, and lastly Clubs. If the suit
is tied too, each flips a random card off their deck until
the tie is broken. Only the original card played for the
reaction is used for the winner.
Taken Out/Dead
Damage in Heroes of Cthulu is based solely on
what the narration says and what makes sense for the
situation. There are no wound levels or hit points. If
you shoot someone and win narration, you choose if
they are winged, knocked out, or killed, as long as one
criteria is met. If an action is an attempt to knock out,
capture, or kill a target, the card used to win narration
must be a face card or else the attempt only stuns or
shocks the target, causing them to only lose their next
action. Characters who are Taken Out cannot take actions or defend themselves for the rest of the scene. If
a taken out character is attacked, their player can play a
card from their hand to represent the attack not hurting them as badly as intended, but they cannot draw on

The Hand
At the start of each session, each player draws a
hand of 3 cards. The GM draws 3 cards, plus one more
for each player. At the end of each round (rounds are
described in the next column), each player with less
than 3 cards draws back up to 3. Each player with more
than 3 discards down to 3. The GM does the same, but
to (3 + the number of players) instead.  



any stats or drives. They can use the effects of powers
that represent armour or similar things.  
Characters who are killed are done. No more actions for them unless some powerful entity turns them
into a minion or something like that, which is basically
down to the GM and what’s going on in the game.
Player characters cannot be killed easily, as their corrupted essence protects them, even if they don’t want it
to. A kill result causes them to take 2 Stress points and
get taken out for the scene instead.

already gotten the corruption, they’re just getting the
power that goes with it).
Corruption levels never go away (with the
exception of one negative power for ghasts). Stress only
goes away if it is converted to corruption. This is why
the characters are on borrowed time.
Special Card Draw
If a player has a crappy hand of cards, they can
give their character 1 stress point to immediately draw 2
cards.

Powers
Powers put the characters on much more even
footing with the monsters they face. If a power is used
as part of an action, or comes into play in some way
(such as a night gaunt’s rubbery skin stopping an attack) just follow the rules listed with it.

A Quick Sampling of Enemies
I’d like to have more here, as well as more detail
on them, but time is a limited commodity. The various
Cthulu-based rpgs should have plenty of useful information.

Drawing Before and After
If a power says to Draw X Before a certain
action, then draw X cards before you play one for the
action. If it says Draw X After, then you draw X cards
immediately after you play one for the action.

Cult Leader
Charismatic: 2
Enduring: 1
Forceful: 2
Smart: 3
Sneaky: 2

Running Out of Cards
If you want to take an action or reaction, but
have no cards left and you have no stat, drive, occupation, or power to let you draw cards first, you automatically fail. This is a pretty unlikely situation, however.

Abilities: May have one or both of the following
rituals (plus any you want to make up).
Protection: The cultist can only be killed by red
cards. Draw 2 After defending against an attack.
Pain: Affects one target. Draw 2 Before. Target
is paralysed with pain (Taken Out) if successful.

Stress and Corruption
Corruption is a measurement of how far gone
the character is. It starts at a minimum of 1, and possibly much higher (though not higher than 9). During
character creation, found on the character sheets at the
Cult Follower
end of this document, each player picks one or more
Charismatic: 1
powers for their character. Each power taken starts
Enduring: 1
them off with one or more levels of corruption.
Forceful: 2
During play this may increase in one of two
Smart: 2
ways. One, if they character ever decides to give in to
Sneaky: 1
the corruption to get more power, they just decide
which power they want and check it off. They now
Deep One
permanently have it, though they also immediately gain
Charismatic: 0
permanent corruption levels from it as if they had taken
Enduring: 2
it during character creation.
Forceful: 3
Secondly, if the character ever has 10 stress
Smart: 2
points, erase the stress points and increase their corrupSneaky: 1
tion level by 1. Then give them 1 point to put toward a
power. If they have enough points to get a new power,
Abilities: Can breathe freely underwater. Swims
they get it without further corruption gain (they’ve
faster than any human. Hops as fast as a horse runs.



Draws 1 Before if taking an action in or from the water.

advice, examples, probably things I haven’t thought of.

Ghoul
Charismatic: 1
Enduring: 2
Forceful: 3
Smart: 2
Sneaky: 3

Thank You
To anyone who has decided to take a look.

Mi-Go
Charismatic: 0
Enduring: 2
Forceful: 2
Smart: 3
Sneaky: 1
Abilities: Flies as fast a a human walks/runs.
Nightgaunt
Charismatic: 0
Enduring: 1
Forceful: 2
Smart: 1
Sneaky: 4
Abilities: Flies as fast as a fast car.
Tickling attack: Draw 1 before. Cannot kill.
Serpent-People
Charismatic: 1
Enduring: 2
Forceful: 2
Smart: 3
Sneaky: 2
Abilities: Many can cast an illusion spell that
makes them appear human.
Average Human
Charismatic: 1
Enduring: 1
Forceful: 1
Smart: 1
Sneaky: 1

Stuff Not Yet Done
Larger/more detailed beastiary/enemies list, list
of rituals, the influences of the elder beings, more GM
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